
17HS006 Descriptive Statistics and Probability
COURSE DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES

It provides the foundation to the students on elementary topics of Statistics and prepares them
to describe the given data. The students try to know and measure the chance of happening
different events and their occurrence numerically. Students understand how probability has
been distributed to the different events and standard notions of probability distributions.

COURSE OUTCOMES

COs Outcomes

1 Understand how to  describe the data  with  available measures

2 Learn how to present the data with a suitable diagram

3 Apply probability in real time situations and identify randomness in
experiments

4 Differentiate between types of random variables and its distributions

5 Study the standard distributions and its properties

SKILLS

 Describe the given data using different measures in statistics
 Draw suitable graph for the given data
 Able to quantify the chance of happening events
 Fit an appropriate probability distribution for a given data

U ni t - I
Introduction to Statistics: Concepts of Primary and Secondary data. Methods of
collection and editing of primary data, Secondary data. Designing a questionnaire and
a schedule. Measures of Central Tendency - Mean, Median, Mode,Geometric Mean
and Harmonic Mean.

U ni t - I I
Measures of dispersion: Range, Quartile Deviation, Mean Deviation and Standard
Deviation. Descriptive Statistics -Central and Non-Central moments and their
interrelationship. Sheppard's correction for moments. Skewness and kurtosis.

U ni t - I I I
Introduction to Probability: Basic Concepts of Probability, random experiments, trial,
outcome, sample space, event, mutually exclusive and exhaustive events, equally likely
and favourable outcomes. Mathematical, Statistical, axiomatic definitions of
probability. Conditional Probability and independence of events,



U ni t - I V
Probability theorems:Addition and multiplication theorems of probability for 2 and for
n events. Boole's inequality and Baye's theorems and problems based on Baye's
theorem.

U ni t -V
Random variable: Definition of random variable, discrete and continuous random
variables, functions of random variable. Probability mass function. Probability density
function, Distribution function and its properties. Bivariate random variable - meaning,
joint, marginal and conditional Distributions, independence of random variables.

Text Books:
1. V.K.Kapoor and S.C.Gupta: Fundamentals of Mathematical Statistics, Sultan
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Smt.D.Vijayalakshmi.

3. K.V.S. Sarma: Statistics Made Simple: Do it yourself on PC. PHI

Reference books:
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2. Goon AM, Gupta MK, Das Gupta B :  Fundamentals of Statistics , Vol-I,  the

World Press Pvt.Ltd., Kolakota.
3. Hoel P.G:  Introduction to mathematical statistics, Asia Publishing house.
4. M. JaganMohan Rao and Papa Rao: A Text book of Statistics Paper-I.
5. Sanjay Arora and Bansi Lal: New Mathematical Statistics: Satya Prakashan , New

Delhi
6. Hogg Tanis Rao: Probability and Statistical Inference. 7th edition. Pearson.


